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The game is fun but extremely buggy. I first got the game and had to wait a few weeks for a patch to be released since there was
a bug where the first boss spawns which makes you unable to fight the boss(he just stands in the corner and never comes to life)
This issue was fixed and I have encountered another game freezing bug which makes me unable to complete the game. It is not
a bad game when it works but please do not waste your money on this unplayable garbage because even after a few updates
there are still game ending bugs in this.. Text taken from a much larger review I wrote for Operation Rainfall) Bad Bots is a
retro side-scrolling shooter for the PC and Mac (and mobile devices at an undetermined date). The story of the game revolves
around Sam McRae as he wakes up from his hypersleep while traveling on the Titan Hauler. Once awake, Sam finds himself in
all sorts of trouble. For starters, the Titan Hauler is on a crash course with Earth. As if thats not bad enough, the ships robotic
crew have been reprogrammed and now want to destroy all humans. This is not good since Sam happens to be a human. Poor
guy. While the game does have you mainly on a straightforward path, I never felt hindered by this. This is not like a JRPG
where you have towns to explore and vast lands that hold untold fortunes. You accept at the beginning of the game that you are
stuck on this ship and that there are not going to be a lot of places to explore. While for the most part you will be going left or
right from room to room, near the end of the game you will need to backtrack a bit to reenter rooms you were previously in. I
never really found myself too lost during this time, but you will need to wander around the ship until you find what you are
looking for. Bad Bots visually looks like exactly what it is, a side-scrolling game with a retro throwback. The game features a
retro-style that does not entertain the notion of being a graphical powerhouse. The Titan Hauler is in bad shape and features
broken bits here and there that reflect what the ship has been through. The robots each have a distinct look that is simple yet
pleasing to look at. The first robots you get to kill are mostly red and are holding a knife: which they seem to take pleasure in
shanking you with! These robots, once they notice you, will bee-line right for you with their knife slashing as if they are ready to
take you on even from afar. The robots with guns begin shooting once they see you. If they are on a walkway that is above you
and made of metal, the bullets cannot reach you and you will have a few seconds to swap your weapon, look for health or just
examine the room. Other enemies include electrified spiders which run at full pace right at you to zap the life out of Sam. The
pros of this game far outweigh the cons. Even if such things as no background music and lack of a stellar story annoy you, the
game is still worth a purchase, if only to shoot at some robots! I would recommend the game to anyone and will probably be
killing robots for the foreseeable future in the challenge modes.. Hordes and hordes of enemies doesnt necessarily mean its fun.
Theres really no purpose to this game. The bosses are pretty jank, and the art style has way too many saturated colors. Definitely
a game to avoid.. I'm not recommend this game, yeah it's not this era's game. This style of action adventure game was a dime a
dozen already 20 years ago. Bad Bots doesn't really do much to make itself stand out in anyway except for in one really negative
way. This is a standard side-scroller game that has elements of metroidvania to it, but only in a superficial way. You're dragged
by nose through the plot which leads you directly to new areas that were closed off before. Where this game reallyme off were
the sections where the room is sealed and you have to fight off a huge wave of enemies that try to swarm you. This seems like a
cheap way to extend the length of a short game anyway and some of them required moving the controller in such a way that it
was causing my hand physical pain to correctly jump around the screen to avoid death.. This game is like the best project out of
videogame production class for highschoolers. Not bad, but not great either. I guess I recomend it. I had fun, though there were
a couple almost impossible parts in the game if you play on regular difficulty.. Bad Robots is a ScFi epic. Taking many
influence from other brillent shooters suck as " Aliens Coloniol Marines" and "Duke Nukem Forever" you play as a on the job
marine who is hired to do stuff, much like Aliens Colonial Marines thoughout the majority of the game you will find yourself
having to BATTLE evil aliens, or in the case of BAD BOTs, robots. Never have i been so compilled to finish a level, because of
the beatiful stunning 3d graphics i was fully captivated to learn more about the unique world, reading every bit of dialog along
the way. Also another point that captivated me was the fact that the games controls where so flunt, much like Superman 64 on
the nintendo 3ds gamecube model 10. Easily the greatest game ive played since ET on the atari game box machine.
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